1. Inter-Cluster Working Group (ICWG) Priority Locations

- The Logistics Cluster Rumbek shared the priority locations as confirmed by the Inter-Cluster Working Group (ICWG):
  - Cuibet - served by road on the Western Corridor Convoy route
  - Gumuruk, Verteth, Likuangole, Pibor County - served by air from Bor
  - Kajo Keji – served by road, partners should inform Logistics Cluster of interest in a convoy
  - Kassengor, Boma County - served by air from Bor
  - Mading, Niang, Mandeng, Nassir County - served by air to Mandeng from Bor and Juba
  - Maiwut - served by air from Bor and Juba, currently on hold
  - Multiple Locations, Panyikang & Canal-Pigi Counties - served by river or by air, partners should inform the Logistics Cluster if interested in transporting cargo to these locations
  - Palouny, Uror County - served by air to Pieri from Bor and Juba
  - Renk - served by river from Bor and Malakal
  - Ulang - served by air from Bor
  - Yirol West – served by road on the Western Corridor Convoy route

- Organisations were advised to submit Service Request Forms (SRFs) to southsudan.clustercargo@wfp.org if they have goods to be transported by air or river to both priority and non-priority locations.
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2. Air Operations Updates

- The Logistics Cluster continues to facilitate air cargo deliveries on behalf of the humanitarian community using one Mi8 helicopter based in Rumbek and one Mi8 helicopter based in Bor.
- Two fixed-wing aircrafts are based in Juba, the new CASA C-295 and the 7QSTB.
- Organisations were reminded to call the UNHAS radio room/Logistics Cluster team to provide weather and other updates by 7:30 local time if they are due to receive a flight that day to avoid flight delays or cancellations.

2. River & Road Operations Updates

- The barge has been loaded and is waiting to depart Bor for Malakal. Departure date is to be confirmed.
- The Western Corridor convoy is set depart Juba on 6 October with the next convoy departure tentatively planned for Friday, 18 October.
- Organisations were advised take note of the latest River Movement Schedule and Road Convoy Schedule for planned dispatches and upcoming river and road convoy departure dates.

3. Common Storage and Transport Service

- The Logistics Cluster advised partners that there is currently available storage space for humanitarian organisations in the three Logistics Cluster Mobile Storage Units.
- Three Common Transport Service trucks are dedicated to shunt cargo to and from warehouses and the airport and within Rumbek town, not beyond.

4. Physical Access Constraints/Road Conditions

- The latest Access Constraints map was shared with partners. The map puts special focus on the Western Corridor which is used to preposition cargo in Rumbek. The latest map is available here.
- Organisations were requested to share information on road conditions along the Western Corridor to ensure that the map is kept up-to-date.
5. AOB

- Partner organisations were urged to ensure that there is clear communication with UNICEF and IOM when requesting the release of goods from their warehouses (also known as the Central Core Pipeline) and that accurate documentation is provided. It was suggested that organisations put their program colleagues in copy on release requests for better communication.
- Organisations were requested to communicate information regarding stock levels in transit warehouses more frequently to minimise mistakes when submitting Service Request Forms.
- Organisations were invited to participate in the next Logistics Cluster coordination meeting and invite other members of the humanitarian community in Rumbek to join.

The next Logistics Cluster coordination meeting will be on Friday 25 October 2019 in the WFP Conference room Rumbek at 10:00.
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